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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
WE ARE BETTER THAN THIS…THE NAACP LAFAYETTE BRANCH CALLS ON THE FAMILY CHURCH, 
LAFAYETTE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY, ITS LEADERS, AND CONGREGATION TO HOLD PASTOR JAY MILLER 
ACCOUNTABLE TO A HIGHER STANDARD OF LEADERSHIP AND RELEASE ALL VIDEO RECORDINGS OF HIS 
PARTICIPATION IN THE JANUARY 6TH INSURRECTION 

 
On December 19, 2022, a bipartisan committee, the House Select Committee on January 6th referred  
criminal charges to the Justice department against former President Donald J. Trump. On January 6, 
2021, a violent insurrection against our nation failed. The aim of this insurrection was to overthrow the 
government and to silence the will of the voters who elected Joe Biden - President of the United States 
of America. This attempted coup was one of the last coordinated actions taken by a departing President 
who refused to concede the election and who utilized racism throughout his failed reelection campaign 
to incite sedition in his attempt to stay in power. This revolt was deadly and five people lost their lives as 
the result of the actions of the former president and his supporters. To date, there has been a significant 
number of arrest and people found guilty for their involvement.  
  
The idea that a local Lafayette pastor was in attendance and participated in this insurrection and was 
clearly recorded inciting violence with a bullhorn is a serious issue that will be referred to the proper 
authorities for further review. The videos released clearly show someone who was part of the mob and 
not someone who was part of the response to the mob. Pastor Miller’s statement regarding the release 
of the video does nothing to dismiss the serious of this issue and only creates more questions than 
answers. What is clear by the videos currently released is the fact that they do not support the idea that 
he was ‘helping’ the Capitol Police to calm rioters. The NAACP Lafayette Branch calls on The Family 
Church, LCA, its leaders, and its church members to hold Pastor Jay Miller to a higher standard of 
leadership and release all of the video recordings of his participation in the January 6th insurrection to 
clear up any questions regarding his actual participation and actions on that deadly day.  We know that 
other organizations and individuals are working tirelessly to identify and release videos of those 
participating, yet this is an opportunity for the Church, LCA, its leaders, and members to show the 
Lafayette community what Pastor Jay Miller’s true heart was on January 6th.     
 

 

 
   

  
 

  
   

### 

NAACP Lafayette President, Ravis K. Martinez stated, “as a United States Marine, I took an oath to 
support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic. I 
support free speech and the rights of individuals to protest their government and to let their redresses 
be known, yet the video recorded actions taken by Pastor Jay Miller and those who participated in the 
January 6 thinsurrection are clear violations of the law and must be taken serious if we are to heal and 
move forward as a community and nation. The broader, more important issue is the fact that we have 
seen a proliferation of this type of political discourse and aggression - based on race, class and extreme 
political ideology - that has only furthered the political, social, and economic divide that we see in our 
great state, city, and parish. We are better than this!”


